Hi Museum Supporters!

A warm welcome to all our new supporters, and to those who have been with us from the start! We’ve been busy since our last newsletter, and are pleased to say we have some very exciting updates...

Kenyan Research Trip and Kickstarter!
At the beginning of July, Olivia travelled from London to Nairobi for a research trip, meeting Susan and Mary for the first time! Since her arrival, the team has been working to realise our first exhibition on The Mau Mau Emergency, conducting research, talking and meeting with veterans, visiting relevant sites, and meeting some amazing individuals also working to document, preserve and share this history.

Through our collective efforts, we have made real strides imagining and developing the work for our first exhibition. While we are working on securing official funding streams to support this work, we are also delighted to announce we will soon be launching an exciting Kickstarter Campaign to help us realise our initial exhibition.

As in all our work, our ambition to bring communities together to share and document experiences, increase awareness of and actively engage with our shared history, and eventually build a fuller, more honest collective memory across countries with the potential to affect real change.

So! If you would like to be part of our exciting journey document ing, preserving, curating, and sharing the history of the Mau Mau both in Kenya and the UK, please feel free to donate liberally!

To see more about the trip please visit our blog.

New Team Members!
Over the past couple of months we’ve really expanded our team, and the museum! We’ve welcomed Adam, Evans, Camilla (pictured L-R), and Janet in Kenya; Gabe, Jemima, Andrea, and Hannah in London; and Romy in Germany! These are just some of the wonderful folks joining the Museum team to help with research, funding, and many other exciting activities.

And new ways to reach us!

You can now find the Museum of British Colonialism on Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter! Follow our pages for more updates, including clips from our upcoming documentary, and photos and videos from our journeys around Kenya.

So don't forget our Kickstarter!!

Coming this week!!!!